
CITY OF LOS ANGELES
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MEMORANDUM

Date: June 15, 2015

The Honorable City Council 
c/o City Clerk, Room 395, City Hall 
Attention: Honorable Mike Bonin

To:

Seleta J. Reynolds, General Manager 
Department of Transportation

From:

Subject: RE-ESTABUSHMENTOF TEMPORARY PREFERENTIAL PARKING DISTRICT(TPPD) NO. 143 
NEAR BEVERLY HILLS WITH NEW BOUNDARIES^ C.F. 15-0058

SUMMARY

The Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT) recommends the re-establishment of TPPD 143 adjacent to the 
City of Beverly Hills with amended boundaries.

RECOMMENDATIONS

FIND that the re-establishment of TPPD No. 143 with amended boundaries, pursuant to Los Angeles Municipal 
Code (LAMC) Section 80.58.d, is exempt from the California Environmental Duality Act (CEQA) as a Class 1, 
Categorical Exemption, under lll.l.a.3 of the 2002 Los Angeles City CEQA Guidelines.

1.

FIND that an adverse parking impact now exists from employees and visitors to the businesses in Beverly Hills, 
who seek to avoid paying for parking in that municipality by parking on the residential streets in the City of Los 
Angeles making it very challenging for the residents to find parking near their homes. It is a situation from which 
the residents deserve immediate relief, on the residential frontage west of the centerline on the Le Doux Road 
between Gregory Way and Chalmers Drive, outside the original boundaries of TPPD 143 and continues to exist 
on the following four blocks:

2.

Gregory Way between Sherbourne Drive and Holt Avenue (south side only) 
Gregory Way between Holt Avenue and Le Doux Road (south side only) 
Sherbourne Drive between Gregory Way and Chalmers Drive 
Holt Avenue between Gregory Way and Chalmers Drive

FIND that the change of boundaries to eliminate Gregory Way between Bedford Street and Sherbourne Drive 
(south side only) will have no impact to the residents on that block as the residents never petitioned and signs 
were never posted on that block.

3.

AUTHORIZE "2 HOUR PARKING 8 AM to 6PM, DISTRICT #143 PERMITS EXEMPT for use on all streets in TPPD No.4.
143.

ADOPT the accompanying Resolution re-establishing TPPD No. 143 with amended boundaries for 12 months, 
pursuant to Section 80.58.d of the L.A.M.C. at which time it will be subject to administrative renewal by the 
General Manager of the LADOT until either a permanent solution is found or the problem ceases to exist.

5.
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INSTRUCT LADOT to initiate the necessary procedures for the preparation and sale of parking permits to 
residents within TPPD No. 143, as specified in LAMC, Section 80.58.

6.

DIRECT LADOT to post the authorized parking restriction on residential portions of the blocks in TPPD No. 143 
upon receipt of valid petitions that meet the requirements set forth in the Rules and Procedures for Preferential 
Parking Districts requesting the installation of the approved parking restriction on a street, except where parking 
is currently prohibited in the interest of traffic flow or safety.

7.

DISCUSSION

On April 1,2008, the City Council adopted a Resolution (C.F. 08-0665) establishing TPPD No. 143. In 2011, the TPPD 
expired in 2011 as there had been no interest in posting any street within the district in more than three years. The 
residents on Le Doux Road have submitted petitions for posting of the authorized restriction in the last year seeking to 
restrict parking by non-resident motorists seeking to avoid paying for parking.

BACKGROUND

Councilmember Koretz sent a letter to DOT {copy attached) and brought a motion requesting re-establishment of TPPD 
No. 143 to address these parking concerns and indicating there seemed to be no other permanent solution to this 
problem. The Councilmember also requested that Gregory Way between Bedford Street and Sherbourne Drive be 
eliminated from the District and that Le Doux Road between Gregory Way and Chalmers Drive(west side) be included in 
the new boundaries. As there no permits were ever issued, the change is recommended.

The City Council has the authority, pursuant to Los Angeles Municipal Code Section 80.58.d, to establish Temporary 
Preferential Parking Districts by resolution "to provide relief for residents who suffer an excessive parking impact... as 
the result of any conditions which impact fewer than six blocks and which, in the judgment of the Council member of the 
District and after consultation with the Parking Administrator, deserve immediate relief until a permanent solution can 
be found". While TPPDs are limited in duration to a maximum of 12 months from the date of approval of the resolution. 
Districts may be renewed on an annual basis by resolution until either a permanent solution is found or the problem 
ceases to exist.

After re-establishment with amended boundaries, this TPPD would restrict parking in a five-block area for 12 months at 
which time the TPPD would be subject to renewal administratively. Because parking for non-residents seeking to park 
for longer than two hours, there is expected to be enhanced turn-over of parking spaces benefitting the residents and 
customers. Long-term parkers should be able to be accommodated in paid off street lots. Therefore, the re
establishment of this TPPD "involves negligible or no expansion to existing use" and is subject to the Class 1 Categorical 
exemption of section 15301(c) of the State CEQA (California Environmental Quality Act) Guidelines and of See 2002 City 
CEQA Guidelines, Article III, l.a.3.

FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT

The cost of implementing, administering and enforcing TPPD No. 143 will be covered by the revenue from the sale of 
permits for the District. Furthermore, the City may gain additional General Fund revenue from the issuance of parking 
citations to violators of the District's parking restrictions.
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Attachments
Resolution
Map of TPPD No. 143
Letter from Councilmember Koretz


